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FEATURE STORY

LEAD
SAFETY OFF
THE CHARTS

HEPA Dust Extraction Shootout

By Peter Lawton

from LeadSMART Training Solutions, Inc, ME

TIME TO PROVE IT
In the summer of 2012, I attended the PDCA conference in Salem, MA, and
was intrigued by a team of green and blue displaying their sanders and dust
extractors. I had to go up to them and say “Nice in a booth, but have you
ever seen if these things work in the field?” Being from the field, I doubted
this was as easy or effective as their laboratory tests claimed they were.
My negative air machines or “airscrubbers” have worked for years and
sometimes you just can’t beat the traditional methods.
Michael Williams, of Festool USA, was there trying to explain the benefits
and ease of use of the dust extractors. He kept using the magic word
“HEPA”—a magic word in the paint industry—when describing the Festool
line of Dust Extractors. Still not convinced, I asked Michael if he was up for
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ROTEX 90 FEQ

ROTEX 150 FEQ

CT MIDI

Test

Description

Lead Micrograms/Cubed Meter

Traditional Methods

Orbital Sander, Sandpaper

335

Standard

Negative Air Filter, Water
Mist on Surfaces

12

Festool

Sander, CT HEPA Dust Extractor

3.2

a challenge to test the effectiveness of his Dust Extractors

from 8.9 to 9.9 milligrams per squared centimeter—

versus my traditional methods of using a negative air

larger than anything we’ve seen before. For the actual

machine. Ten days later, the sanders and dust extractors

test, using a personal air sampling pump, we measured

were at my door, ready to be put to the test.

the amount of lead that the test user was exposed to.
There were three separate tests that included sanding

THE BRUTAL TESTING GROUNDS

the walls and wood with a traditional orbital sander, the
Festool sander with dust extraction, and lastly using

A client of ours found a perfect 1920s home in Boston

a negative air machine. The samples were sent to a

that showed levels of lead in the baseboards, walls,

laboratory, with the results coming back five days later.

wood, and even ceiling. This home’s paint levels were off
the chart with the lead concentration of paint ranging

“...the conclusion as to which system provided
the safest work environment was simple.”
exposed to before it is determined to be unsafe—is 50

This test was meant to give clear direction for all the

micrograms per cubed meter. To give you a frame of

painters and remodelers out there who have a choice to

reference, a cubed meter is the space around your face

make regarding which method will best protect you, your

and nose the size of a yard stick in all directions that

family, and the people you work with. Festool Sanders

you’re breathing in.

and Dust Extractors will help you work cleaner, safer
and faster, which ultimately returns better profits to

THE IMPRESSIVE RESULTS

you—the professional tradesman. My special shout out
to the Festool USA team—thanks for teaching this old

Amazed, my wife told me that she’d never see the point

dog a new trick. For more information, please visit

in my life where I was speechless. I didn’t know what

www.festoolpaint.com/leadsmart/

F

to say. The Festool numbers were so low, they were off
the chart. Even though our standard methods of using a
negative air filter and spraying water mist on surfaces

According to OSHA, the permissible exposure level—

displayed results well below the allowed 50 micrograms/

which is the acceptable level of lead a user can be

cubed meter, the conclusion as to which system provided
the safest work environment was simple.
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FEATURE STORY
ROTEX 90 / CT MIDI

ROTEX 90 / DELTA PAD

WINDOW
RESTORATION
Project Spotlight
By Scott Burt

President of Topcoat Finishes, Inc, Jericho, VT
802paint.com

In order to build deeper relationships with our exterior painting clients,
my company has started offering more customized or “niche” services.

We completed an exterior paint restoration project on a

sanders has improved our ability to work more efficiently

sanders: ETS 125, DTS 400 and RTS 400. We also found the

and doors, has become a solid service for us to offer out of

badly neglected lakeside cottage in the fall of 2013. The

and productively on repetitive surface prep tasks like this.

RO 90 with its delta attachment to be a handy tool for the

our shop. Making the process easier for our own staff and

window sashes on the house were all vintage divided light

Completing this type of work with appropriate sanders and

task. Hand sanding of edges was easily done with Granat

more convenient to our customers has been a big step in

wood, single pane style. Rather than waste precious late

dust collection is ideal.

soft roll in a variety of grits.

the right direction.

We have also had antique door restoration projects come

There was some initial scraping to remove the egregious

through our shop that fell into that same category. For the

layers of paint flaking. And then, the sanders and abrasives

purposes of comparison, we have run traditional chemical

were able to handle the rest of the surface prep—sanding to

stripping methods head-to-head against straight-up dust-

the point where all easily removable material was removed,

free sanding with Festool sanders, abrasives and extractors.

season hours doing the windows on-site, we built a line
item into the contract to carefully remove the windows
during the winter and install friction fit 2" blue board in the
openings while we had the windows out.
There were a total of 36 sashes of all different shapes and
sizes. We carefully removed and transported the windows to
our shop in three batches of 12 for prep, reglazing, priming
and painting. Taking certain job aspects off-site, especially
late in the season, is a convenience to the customer and
more efficient for production. The ability to complete tasks
like this in a controlled indoor environment is ideal.
The windows required a significant amount of scraping
and sanding. Some would have traditionally even been
candidates for chemical stripping. The Festool lineup of

7
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F

Procedure

Standard

Festool

Tools

Hand sanding with 100
grit no-load sandpaper

RO 90 Sander including
triangle pad + CT MIDI

Time

45 minutes for an 18" x 36"
non-divided window

15 minutes for an 18" x 36"
non-divided window

and then feathering smooth any finish that was still intact.

Labor

$37.50

$12.50

While citrus-based strippers are much more user-friendly

The majority of the blade work was in failed glazing. Old

Materials

$1.00

$2.00

and less toxic than they used to be, they are still a time-

glazing becomes brittle, and once you start digging at

Cost

$38.50

$14.50

consuming mess to perform. And, we always end up having

it, a lot comes off. After removing the failed glazing, we

to do some form of final finish sanding after stripping, and

primed the edges into the glass and applied new glazing in

Total Cost

$1,411 for 36 windows

$522 for 36 windows

prior to applying finish. If we end up running sanders either

those locations. Then, we primed the glazing and two-coat

Savings

—

$889 for 36 windows

way, it becomes a question of why wait for chemicals.

painted the entire sash units inside and out.

Amortization

—

37 windows (about
one larger home)

Our window restoration project showed us that it was just

Our Festool sanders worked for us during the initial prep

more efficient to handle the work with sanding as the sole

(removal) stage, and also on the rounds of in-between coat

surface prep method. We used a combination of the orbital

sanding. Off-site restoration work, especially of windows

Assuming

House with 36 windows of surface prep, the total cost
for preparation is 36 x $38.50 = $1,386 + $25
(30 minutes of cleanup) = $1,411*

*With the Festool System, you could do three jobsites (108 windows) in the same time.
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PRODUCT REVIEW

TRIPLE THREAT
Rotex RO 90
FEQ Review
By Scott Burt

My company has spent 18 months exploring the range
of this Festool USA-supplied tool and what it can do to
accelerate paint projects.

WHAT IT IS NOT
Sometimes the best way to understand a new tool

NOT ANOTHER
“WHAT’S IN THE BOX” REVIEW
The Festool Rotex RO 90 FEQ sander is one of the most

technology is to know what it is not.
Marketed as a “multi-mode” sander, the RO 90 is not
like other detail sanders, profile sander kits, or “multimaster” type of tools that we have all seen. Those

innovative paint prep tools released in the past couple

tools are handy, occasional-use tools, but they are not

of years.

full-fledged sanders. They are specialists that spend

In tools, we all want the Holiest Grail—“the one that can
do it all.” Or at least the one that can do the most in its

more time off the job than on it. That’s pretty much the
deal on the “multi” side of things.

class—whether it’s a brush, a sprayer, a sander or a

The RO 90 is an everyday workhorse sander that works

vacuum. The RO 90 wins “best in class” by default—there

in three different modes for three different types of

are no other sanders similar enough to it for comparison.

sanding—each mode capable of going both broad and

The RO 90 gets innovation points for pioneering the
class. It also contends for the title of broadest skill
set, not only within the Festool brand, but perhaps in
the sander category as a whole. Can we have a small
sander that will strip exterior siding fast and then turn

deep into problem solving on paint jobs. If you put this
tool in your truck every day, you will likely use it every
day. Let’s face it, much of our time as painters is spent
either sanding paint off of surfaces, or sanding in
between coats of putting paint on surfaces.

around and finish-sand a cabinet face frame or piece of

While it is equipped with a more diverse skill set than

furniture, with equal quality and dust control across the

other sanders, the RO 90 shares the basic DNA of the

sanding spectrum?

Festool sander family.
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Rotex RO 90 FEQ — Aggressive Mode

Rotex RO 90 FEQ — Delta Mode

“…there are no other sanders similar
enough to it for comparison.”

triples abrasive life at the outer extremities, but is still

ULTIMATE GENERALIST—
MOST LIKELY TO BE FOUND AT
THE TOP OF THE LADDER

hard on the tips of the underlying base pad hook-and-

How has it taken so long for a manufacturer to realize the

loop. These slight drawbacks are a function of the literal

value of the 3-1/2" diameter? One of the most common

strength of the sander: its power.

sizes for dimension lumber in America is 1°—4 (nominal),

Pound for pound, the RO 90 is arguably the most powerful

which is actually 3/4" x 3-1/2." Historically, the most

Festool sander, capable of both detailed and aggressive

common size for random orbit sanders has been 5"—just

work. At 3.3 pounds, the RO 90 is less than a pound

a little cumbersome for 1°—4, and not quite ideal for

heavier than the smallest Festool orbital sanders (ETS

larger widths like 1°—6, 8 or 10. The RO 90 capitalizes

125 EQ/DTS 400 EQ/RTS 400 EQ). That is an engineering

on the reality that the world of wood finishing is full of

accomplishment, given how much is going on in the

square stock profiles that are 3-1/2" or smaller.

chassis of this tool. The power-to-size/weight ratio is

The RO 90 is ideal in those smaller dimensions, and still

hard to beat. In terms of sheer functionality, the only

has the power to get more aggressive than a traditional

Festool sander that can match the RO 90 in flexibility and

random orbital in widths larger than its own diameter. It

accessory options is their linear sander, the LS 130 EQ.

is rare to find a sander that is so comfortable working on

That is where the similarities end. The LS 130 EQ is a bit

pieces that are both larger and smaller than itself.

orientation on the pad, all three points of the triangle can
be used as the leading edge in sanding. This effectively

A REVIEW OF THE MODES
Random Orbital: The Festool RO 90 FEQ is certainly

proper technique, it is easy to control during aggressive

competent as a finish sander in its random orbital mode.

sanding for extended periods (hours).

This is not where it excels, though. The RO 90 has a

Triangular/Delta Mode: The delta mode offers triangular

larger stroke than most dedicated orbital finish sanders,
and its physical design makes it a little awkward for
extended fine-finish sanding tasks because you really
want to use it with two hands. This leaves you with an
above average finish sanding result, ideally suited to
smaller scale apps.

attachments in different lengths to allow you to sand
into corners, tight spaces and to reach into crevices
with the same level of effectiveness as you do out in the
open road with the stock round attachment in the other
two modes. Delta mode eliminates hand sanding into
awkward areas, or having to break out a detail sander.

Gear-Driven (Rotex) Mode: The RO 90 is a beast in this

The pad base swaps out quickly from round to triangle

mode, and this may be the biggest benefit for such a

and with no tools required—just the flip of a switch.

small sander to offer. The pad motion is eccentric in this
mode, which in real terms translates to very aggressive
and capable of cleanly stripping absurd layers of paint.
This is where the RO 90’s design becomes a strength. It
is built to be best operated with two hands—and with

11
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The RO 90 is capable of surprising aggression in this
mode, making for seamless and quick transitions from
open road into corners during sanding. Also, the delta
pads are symmetrical, so by rotating the abrasive

of a specialist, while the RO 90 is the ultimate generalist.

With its small diameter, the RO 90’s wheelhouse includes,
but is certainly not limited to: trim packs, cabinet face
frames, furniture, stile & rail type cabinet door/drawers,
spindle rail systems, clapboard reveals, and the endless
inside corner and crevice work that have historically
been a hand sanding burden. Typical power sanders are
not noted for this level of utility. This is not typical.
It would be difficult to find one sander that is capable
of accomplishing so many different types of tasks,
particularly in the often extreme sanding discipline
of low grit paint stripping on exterior siding or trim.
Teamed with CT extraction, the RO 90 works to a HEPAcertified standard, which takes some of the headache

FINISH LINE | Spring 2014 | www.festoolpaint.com 12

ADVERTISEMENT

We don’t simply build sprayers.

We build sprayers for YOU!

“Pound for pound, the RO 90 is arguably the
most powerful Festool sander, capable of
both detailed and aggressive work.”

Built for

Small Residential and
Repainting Contractors
Designed for residential and repainting
contractors who need reliability and performance
time after time, Standard Series sprayers handle
a wide range of tip sizes, longer hose lengths,
and heavier coatings with ease.

out of RRP work for painters and remodelers alike—and

Overall, we rate the three modes of the tool highly.

keeps painters and jobsites running profoundly cleaner.

Especially the gear-driven and delta modes, which exceed

This onsite efficiency usually translates well to profit

EVERYDAY RELIABILITY

margins on paper. As a generalist, the RO 90 touches on
many of the basic competencies of other more specialized
sanders, and Festool offers an abrasive grit range of
40–4000, across eight different lines of abrasive. For all

Built for

painting tasks, I prefer their Granat line, which comes in

Large Residential and
Commercial Contractors

which is the easiest to compare to the rest of the sanding
marketplace, produces a better quality result than other
brand random orbitals we have used—perhaps due as
much as anything to the systemic advantage of abrasive
quality and premier dust extraction.

grits ranging from 40–500. Granat routinely lasts three
times as long as other abrasive brands I have used.

Created for large residential and commercial
contractors who need to get more work done
in a day, Graco’s ProContractor Series sprayers
deliver unmatched performance and productivity
that get you in, out, and on to the next job site.

PRO

anything else we have seen. The random orbital mode,

WORK SMARTER, FINISH MORE JOBS

Contractor

Built for

Large Commercial and
Industrial Contractors
IronMan Series sprayers are made for the
contractor who routinely tackles industrial
and large commercial jobs in less than ideal
conditions.

BEYOND JOBSITE TOUGH

Select models of Ultra® Max II, GMAX™ II and TexSpray™ Mark and HD Airless Sprayers are now available in
Standard, ProContractor and IronMan Series.

Designed for the way contractors work!
©2014 Graco Inc. Form No. 343475 Rev. A 2/14 Printed in U.S.A.

m.graco.com/cedseriesvid
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ADVERTISEMENT

“…ideal in those smaller dimensions, and
still has the power to get more aggressive
than a traditional random orbital...”
FINAL ANALYSIS
At $415, this is not an impulse buy. And, it is not a

USA provides a 3-year warranty and 30-day no questions

disposable or “throw away” tool. Having used Festool

return policy, so there is little risk involved in checking

sanders, abrasives and vacs for a few years now—and

out their gear.

also having observed the corporate values that the
tools are backed by—Festool is clearly only interested
in competing with Festool. They are not concerned with
making a better or cheaper tool than someone else, but
rather a more effective tool than they themselves have
made before—measured by the tool’s capacity to provide

No sander can be all things to all people, but the RO 90

ROTEX
SANDERS

POWER ON. PAINT OFF.
Rotex Sanders give you dual-mode sanding, with a gear-driven, aggressive mode for rapid
removal of thick layers of material. Plus a random orbital mode for finish sanding and paint
prep work. Learn how to get more done in less time at festoolpaint.com.

stands a far better chance than most. If you are the type
of person who does all kinds of sanding, this is an all
kinds of sander. For the full article, plus many more tips
and techniques—and more product reviews—head over
to www.topcoatreview.com

F

efficient solutions to real problems.
The RO 90 reflects this approach with unique strengths,
features, functionality and ability to solve both typical
and unusual problems for painters. Because the RO 90
is easy to use in so many different types of situations,
it serves both beginner and advanced Festool users in
a wide task range with industry-leading dust control.
Like most Festool offerings, this tool works optimally
as a system with a Festool vac and abrasives. Festool

© Copyright 2014 Festool USA, Tooltechnic Systems, LLC. All rights reserved.
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When connected to a Festool CT HEPA Dust Extractor,
you get the ultimate in clean air and filtration.

CERTIFIED FULL UNIT

DUST EXTRACTORS

PRODUCTS

PROFESSIONAL
PAINT PRODUCTS

17
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Multi-Mode Sanders

Multi-Mode Sanders

Benefits + Capabilities
More Details

Rotex RO 90 FEQ |

Less mess & cleaner air
Jetstream design delivers highly
efficient dust removal, resulting
in cleaner air, better finishes, and
longer abrasive and pad life.

$415.00
571 823

Take versatility to new levels with a compact,
four-machines-in-one unit. The RO 90 excels as
an aggressive rotary sander, a random orbit finish
sander and even as a rotary polisher. With a twist
of the dial and tool-less pad changeover, the RO 90 is
the only Rotex that also functions as a detail sander.

Swap pads instantly
Tool-free pad design allows quick
transitions between pads, minimizing
downtime.

Built tough
Made with the highest quality parts and
demanding tolerances, Rotex sanders
are powerful by nature and so are all of
their parts.

Rotex RO 125 FEQ |

Versatile
Gear-driven, aggressive mode for rapid
stock removal or polishing and random
orbital mode for fine sanding.

$465.00
571 782

This sander gives you everything Rotex has to offer
in a compact, lightweight, and powerful package.
The RO 125 puts 500 watts of power, dual-mode
sanding and triple-function performance into a
comfortable, 4.4 pounds. It’s a 5" sander that does
it all—coarse and fine sanding, plus polishing.

Power to perform
Rotex sanders are some of the most
powerful handheld sanders to power
through the toughest tasks quickly
and easily.

The System Works.
$565.00
571 810

Never before has such a powerful sander been
so refined. The Rotex RO 150 changes effortlessly
from coarse sanding, to fine sanding, to polishing.
Changing pads is simple, requiring no extra
tools. 720 watts of power means the RO 150
can take on any job.

19

Protect your work
Protective bumper guard allows
sanding right up to adjacent surfaces
without concern for damage. Also
prevents jolting when sanding close
to walls or edges.
Switch tools quickly
Interchangeable, long cord design
allows quick switches between
tools and provides plenty of cord
for movement.

Better tool control
Powerful yet controllable with multiple grip
positions to make even the toughest work
conditions manageable.

Rotex RO 150 FEQ |

Smooth operation
Electronic controls deliver soft-start,
stepless variable speed control,
constant speed under load, and
thermal and overload protection.

FINISH LINE | Spring 2014 | www.festoolpaint.com

CT 26 E Dust Extractor
It’s sized for good mobility and great capacity, but the CT 26 E is fully
equipped to handle large amounts of debris. When sanding, Festool’s
industry-leading CT Dust Extractors deliver smoother surfaces while
extending the useful life of abrasives, saving cost and waste.
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Multi-Mode Sanders

Multi-Mode Sanders

Rotex Accessories

RO 90 FEQ

RO 125 FEQ

RO 150 FEQ

$415.00

$465.00

$565.00

Power Consumption

400 watts
3.3 amps, 120 V AC

500 watts
4.2 amps, 120 V AC

720 watts
6 amps, 120 V AC

Pad Size

3-1/2" (90 mm) dia.

5" (125 mm) dia.

6" (150 mm) dia.

3,500–7,000 opm

3,000–6,000 opm

3,300–6,800 opm

260–520 rpm

300–600 rpm

320–660 rpm

571 823

571 782

Rotex sanders are the most versatile sanders you will find. With a tool-less pad change, switch quickly and easily between
soft, super-soft and hard pads to match your application. An efficient polishing machine as well, each Rotex is supported
with a full complement of polishing accessories, all of which can be found online at www.festoolusa.com

571 810

SPECIFICATIONS

Speed (Eccentric)
Speed (Rotary)
Sanding Stroke
Dust Extraction Port
Weight

1/8" (3 mm)

9/64" (3.6 mm)

3/16" (5 mm)

27 mm

27 mm

27 mm

3.3 lbs (1.5 kg)

4.4 lbs (2 kg)

RO 90 FEQ
3.5" (90 mm)

RO 125 FEQ
5" (125 mm)

RO 150 FEQ
6" (150 mm)

$31.00

$35.00

$44.00

$35.00

$44.00

$31.00

$35.00

$44.00

$19.00

$21.00

$24.00

ACCESSORIES

1

2

3

5 lbs (2.3 kg)
4

Metric dimensions binding.

StickFix Sanding Pad—Soft (replacement)

High-temp resistant for heavy-duty applications. (1 piece)

496 804

StickFix Sanding Pad—Super-Soft

For medium/fine sanding and finishing sanding. The extra softness
allows the abrasive to float for smoother results. (1 piece)

StickFix Sanding Pad—Hard

Maintain a crisp and flat surface especially on edges. (1 piece)

Interface Pad for Super-Soft Abrasive

For profiles and contours. The extreme softness
provides smoother surfaces. (1 piece)

492 125

492 126

495 623

497 481

492 127

492 271

496 147

496 144

496 149

496 647

Interface Pad
RO 90 FEQ

RO 125 FEQ

Abrasive Grits
Granat

40

Abrasive Grits
1500

Granat

40

5

RO 150 FEQ
Abrasive Grits
1500

Granat

40

1500

6

7

See festoolpaint.com for
a complete listing of abrasives.

8
9
10

Extremely soft foam pads, the interface pads allow the abrasive to
float, producing smoother results on delicate profiles and contours.
This set comes with two (2) 5 mm thick pads. Use the interface pads
separately or stacked together for additional softness. (2 pieces)

Delta Sanding Pad (replacement)

Triangular pad for detail sanding. (1 piece)

Extended Delta Sanding Pad

For sanding in narrow places such as shutters
and louvers. (1 piece)

12

13

14

21
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499 257

$31.00
496 802

$31.00
496 803

Extended Delta Sanding Pad Element (replacement)

$19.00

StickFix Sanding Pad—Hard

$21.00

StickFix Sanding Pad—Soft

$21.00

Replaceable wear element of Extended Delta Sanding pad.
Snap stud. (2 pieces)
Snap stud. (2 pieces)

Protector Set
11

$22.00

Composed of small, medium, and large protectors
for the RO 90, which offset the sander from an abutting
surface such as sanding window frames. (3 pieces)

Edge Protector (replacement)

Prevents pad contact with adjacent surface
for up-close sanding and longer pad life.

497 483

488 716

488 715

$32.00
497 936

$16.00
496 801

$17.00
493 912

Auxiliary Front Handle

Systainer for storing, organizing, and transporting
abrasives for the Rotex sanders.

493 913

$19.00

Mounts on front of sander for applications like polishing.

Abrasives Systainer with Insert

$19.00

495 188

$80.00
497 687

$80.00
497 685

$90.00
497 690
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Random
Orbital Sanders

Random
Orbital Sanders

Benefits + Capabilities
More Details

ETS 125 EQ |

Precise finishing capabilities
The ETS 150 sanders are distinguished by
their stroke size; one for intermediate, and
the other for super-fine sanding.

$195.00
571 817

The versatile ETS 125 has the finest sanding
stroke at 5/64" (2.0 mm), and it’s the ideal
one-handed machine for maximum surface
quality when finishing or pre-sanding.
Compact in size and weighing only 2.4 lbs,
the ETS 125 is perfect for sanding vertical
surfaces and for doing overhead work.

ETS 150/3 EQ |
ETS 150/5 EQ |

$345.00
571 903

$345.00
571 916

The ETS 150/3 is a favorite for fine and extra-fine sanding, producing an excellent surface
finish with a short 1/8" (3.0 mm) stroke. The ETS 150/5, with a 3/16" (5.0 mm) stroke,
is perfect for light or intermediate sanding. Both feature a rubberized top grip, ergonomic
handle, fingertip switch and vibration-stop balancing to reduce discomfort. In short,
they each perform on a level that most people are likely not to have experienced.

23
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Stops quickly
Stops the pad quickly when setting the
tool down, for less worry of potentially
damaging a freshly finished workpiece.

Less mess & cleaner air
Jetstream design delivers highly efficient
dust removal, resulting in cleaner air, better
finishes, and longer abrasive and pad life.

Comfortable & smooth
Balanced design delivers better finish results,
smooth operation and greater comfort.

Better tool control
Formed to fit comfortably in any size
hand. Compact and lightweight enough
for extended vertical and overhead use.

Super-fine sanding ability
With a 5/64" (2 mm) sanding stroke,
the ETS 125 produces exceptional fine
and super-fine sanding results.

Swap abrasives instantly
Fast and easy abrasive removal with
resilient pad hooks and hard-wearing
fabric backing for longer abrasive
and pad life.

The System Works.

Abrasives 150 mm
Festool Granat abrasives are the perfect choice for paint applications.
Festool abrasives are designed for near-total dust extraction, uniform
sanding results, and long life.
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Random
Orbital Sanders

Random
Orbital Sanders

ETS Accessories

ETS 125 EQ

ETS 150/3 EQ

ETS 150/5 EQ

$195.00

$345.00

$345.00

571 817

571 903

Though matching the abrasive to the material is critical, choosing the right pad shouldn’t be overlooked, since it can
make a huge difference in the finished surface quality. For maintaining a crisp edge, Festool recommends hard pads.
For contours and profiles, we suggest the super-soft pad. And for general-purpose sanding, the standard supplied soft
pad is well-suited for most applications.

571 916

SPECIFICATIONS

Power Consumption

200 watts
1.67 amps, 120 V AC

310 watts
2.6 amps, 120 V AC

310 watts
2.6 amps, 120 V AC

5" (125 mm) dia.

6" (150 mm) dia.

6" (150 mm) dia.

6,000–14,000 opm

6,000–10,500 opm

6,000–10,500 opm

5/64" (2.0 mm)

1/8" (3.0 mm)

3/16" (5.0 mm)

27 mm

27 mm

27 mm

Pad Size
Speed
Sanding Stroke
Dust Extraction Port
Weight

2.4 lbs (1.1 kg)

4 lbs (1.8 kg)

ETS 1251
5" dia.

ETS 150/32
ETS 150/52
6" dia.

$37.00

$44.00

$35.00

$42.00

ACCESSORIES

1

StickFix Sanding Pad—Long-Life (replacement)

High-temp resistant for heavy-duty applications. White ring feature
on pad face for easy abrasive change. (1 piece)

StickFix Sanding Pad—Super-Soft
2

4 lbs (1.8 kg)

For medium/fine sanding and finishing. The extra softness
is more forgiving and allows the abrasive to float easier
on the surface for smoother results. (1 piece)

492 280

492 282

498 987

498 986

Metric dimensions binding.

3

ETS 125 EQ

40

$42.00

Maintain a crisp and flat surface especially on edges.
Great for surface leveling. (1 piece)

498 988

ETS 150/3 EQ & ETS 150/5 EQ

Abrasive Grits
Granat

StickFix Sanding Pad—Hard

Interface Pad for Super-Fine Abrasive—Soft

Abrasive Grits
1500

Granat

40

4
1500

$21.00

For profiles and contours. The extreme softness
and give allows the abrasive to float easier on the
surface for smoother results. (1 piece)

492 271

$24.00
496 647

Interface Pad
5

See festoolpaint.com for
a complete listing of abrasives.

6

7

Extremely soft foam pads, the interface pads allow the abrasive to
float, producing smoother results on delicate profiles and contours.
This set comes with two (2) 5 mm thick pads. Use the interface pads
separately or stacked together for additional softness.

1
2
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499 257

Turbo Dust Bags

Paper dust bags for turbo dust extraction.
5 pieces

$15.00 489 128

$15.00 487 779

25 pieces

$40.00 489 127

$40.00 487 871

$25.00

$25.00

$80.00

$90.00

Turbo Dust Bag Set

Paper dust bag for turbo dust extraction and one plastic holder.
Plastic holder and paper dust bag for turbo dust extraction. Includes
one paper filter bag.

8

$22.00

Abrasives Systainer with Insert

Systainer for storing, organizing, and transporting
ETS abrasives and pads.

489 129

497 685

489 631

497 690

All ETS 125 accessories can be used on the ES 125.
All ETS 150 accessories can be used on the RO 150 E (not the RO 150 FEQ).
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Orbital Sanders

Orbital Sanders

Benefits + Capabilities
More Details
Swap abrasives instantly
Fast and easy abrasive removal with
resilient pad hooks and hard-wearing
fabric backing for longer abrasive
and pad life.

DTS 400 EQ |

567 871

Compact, lightweight, a great allaround sander, the DTS 400 is
designed for fine-sanding small,
hard-to-reach, angular surfaces,
and is the preferred choice if you
need to sand against an upright
part. With a short 5/64" (2 mm)
stroke, this sander provides a
super-fine finished surface.

RTS 400 EQ |

$245.00
567 863

A sander well-suited for a wide range
of one-handed applications, the RTS
400 features a compact design and
weighs in at only 2.4 lbs. It’s ideal
for working on flat, vertical and
overhead surfaces.

Control the speed
Stepless speed control allows you to
adjust to the needs of the application.

$245.00

Minimize swirl marks
Full pad contact with controlled and fine
orbital sanding motion to minimize swirl
marks, and dial suction to lowest position
at the CT to produce smoother surfaces.

Comfortable & smooth
Balanced design delivers better finish
results, smooth operation and greater
comfort.

Sand with ease
Compact design and low weight for
working overhead or on vertical surfaces.

Less fatigue
Conforms to your hand to help reduce
fatigue during prolonged use.

The System Works.

Abrasive Systainer
Festool surrounds you with task-specific system accessories that will help you
work more efficiently and with less waste. Our series of Abrasive Systainers was
designed to keep your key consumables organized and within easy reach.

27
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Orbital Sanders

Orbital Sanders

Benefits + Capabilities
More Details
Get smooth results
Full pad contact with controlled, fine
orbital sanding motion minimizes swirl
marks and produces smoother surfaces.
Comfortable & smooth
Balanced design delivers better
finish results, smooth operation
and greater comfort.

RS 2 E |

Swap abrasives instantly
Fast and easy abrasive removal with
resilient pad hooks and hard-wearing
fabric backing for longer abrasive
and pad life.

Flats & edges expert
With a 4-1/2" x 9" pad, the RS 2 handles
large surfaces quickly and evenly.

Better tool control
For improved comfort and control.

Works with many abrasives
Abrasive clamping lever allows for the use
of non-StickFix and 1/2-sheet abrasives.

Control the speed
Stepless speed control allows you to adjust
to the needs of the application.

$395.00
567 696

With a large 4-1/2" x 9" (115 x 228 mm) surface
and a 3/32" (2.5 mm) stroke, the RS 2 E is the ideal
for fine-sanding on large surfaces. Use the broad
coverage of the RS 2 E for intermediate sanding
of varnished doors, leveling of large surfaces,
fine sanding of delicate stock and tabletops.

The System Works.

CT MIDI
Transform your sanding experience by connecting seamlessly to a Festool CT
Dust Extractor. Lightweight and portable, the CT MIDI has the capacity for
common sanding tasks, and carries Full Unit HEPA Certification.

29
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Orbital Sanders

Orbital Sanders

DTS / RTS / RS Accessories
The DTS, RTS and RS 2 E sanding pads are designed as carefully as the tools for optimum performance and long life.
The orbital family of sanders features turbo dust extraction, allowing the use of filter bags for times when using a
CT Dust Extractor and hose arrangement may not be convenient.
DTS 400 EQ

RTS 400 EQ

RS 2 E

$245.00

$245.00

$395.00

567 871

567 863

567 696

SPECIFICATIONS

Power Consumption
Pad Size
Speed
Sanding Stroke
Dust Extraction Port

200 watts
1.67 amps, 120 V AC

200 watts
1.67 amps, 120 V AC

330 watts
2.75 amps, 120 V AC

4" x 6" (100 x 150 mm)

3-5/32" x 5-1/4" (80 x 133 mm)

4-1/2" x 9" (115 x 228 mm)

6,000–14,000 opm

6,000–14,000 opm

4,000–10,000 opm

5/64" (2 mm)

5/64" (2 mm)

3/32" (2.5 mm)

27 mm

27 mm

27 mm

2.4 lbs (1.1 kg)

2.4 lbs (1.1 kg)

1

2

5.5 lbs (2.5 kg)

Metric dimensions binding.

4

DTS 400 EQ

RTS 400 EQ

Abrasive Grits
Granat

40

Granat

40

5

Abrasive Grits
400

Granat

40

400

6

See festoolpaint.com for
a complete listing of abrasives.

7

8

1
2
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RS 2 E

StickFix Sanding Pad
(replacement)

$27.00

$27.00

$44.00

493 723

489 252

StickFix Sanding Pad (replacement)

483 679

$44.00

Pad with non-marring edge.

485 648

Interface Pad

$21.00

Foam pad for profiles and contours.

490 160

MPE Sanding Pad (not shown)

$44.00

For use with clamped abrasives—
with non-marring edge.

485 647

Hole Punch

RS 2 E

Abrasive Grits
400

RTS 400 EQ2

ACCESSORIES

3

Weight

DTS 400 EQ1

$36.00

To perforate standard abrasives
for dust extraction—10 holes.
115 x 225 mm.

481 523

Turbo Dust Bag

Paper dust bag for turbo extraction.
5 pieces

$15.00

$15.00

$15.00

25 pieces

$40.00

$40.00

$40.00

$25.00

$25.00

$25.00

$80.00

$80.00

$85.00

Turbo Dust Bag Set

Paper dust bag for turbo dust extraction
and one plastic holder. (5 pieces)

Abrasives Systainer with Insert

Systainer for storing, organizing, and
transporting abrasives.

489 128
489 127

489 129

497 686

489 128
489 127

489 129

497 684

487 779
487 871

487 780

497 688

All DTS 400 accessories are correct for use on the DS 400.
All RTS 400 accessories are correct for use on the RS 400.
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Specialty Sanders

Specialty Sanders

Benefits + Capabilities
More Details
Control the speed
Variable-speed controls at your fingertips
allow you to adjust the machine to the
needs of the surface for both rapid material
removal or fine finishes.
Sand all angles easily
Traverse broad surfaces and tight spots
effortlessly guiding the Planex where
you need it most for an unparalleled
surface finish.
Less mess & cleaner air
When paired with a CT 36 AC Dust Extractor,
the Planex greatly reduces airborne dust,
leading not only to the perfect finish, but to
less cleanup time and satisfied customers.

Reach high & low
Reach high or difficult spaces with ease
and spend less time moving and setting up
ladders, while achieving a more balanced
finished surface.

Granat
Brilliant 2

24 36
40

320
80

240

Planex LHS 225

Planex LHS 225
Drywall Sander |

$1,100.00
571 579

SPECIFICATIONS

$1,100.00
571 579

Planex LHS 225 +
CT 36 AC Dust Extractor |

$1,820.00
PAC571579

Shown with CT 36 AC and optional accessory Blast Gate and Planex CT Mount.
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Power Consumption

500 watts
4.2 amps, 120 V AC

Pad Size

8-27/32" (225 mm)

Speed (Rotary)

With the Planex LHS 225 drywall sander, you can
sand walls and ceilings in a fraction of the time it
takes with other tools or methods. In addition, you’ll
save countless hours on prep work and cleanup,
since the Planex and CT 36 AC Dust Extractor will
capture and contain virtually all the dust and mess.

33

Controls within reach
Maximum comfort and control are in your
hands. Power switch, variable speed
controls, and variable suction control are
all easily accessed on the rubberized
handles for ease-of-use and greater
comfort with less fatigue.
Protected from dust
Drywall dust is intrusive and abrasive.
The Planex is built to withstand the
toughest demands with dust-sealed
controls and gearbox.

Abrasive Grits
Saphir

Control the suction
On-board variable suction force provides
convenient, user-accessible adjustment
for increased control and maximum
dust extraction.

Dust Port

Save money & time
Realize a quick return on investment in time
and materials savings. The Planex’s longer
lasting, less expensive abrasives reduce
operating costs and total cost of ownership.

Sand right to the edges
Quick-release dust shroud allows for
up-to-the-wall sanding which reduces
surface prep time by minimizing hand
sanding tasks.

Power to perform
Efficient power transfer and robust build
quality translate to faster sanding with
less downtime. On-board motor sensors
monitor motor health to protect the
Planex for a long service life.

310–920 rpm
36 mm (27 mm)

Length (no extension)

3.6 ft (1.1 m)

Length
(one extension)

5.2 ft (1.6 m)

Weight (no extension)

8.4 lbs (3.8 kg)

Weight (one extension)

10.1 lbs (4.6 kg)

The System Works.

DTS 400
A perfect complement to any drywall finishing job, the DTS 400 is well-equipped to
work in inside corners, hard-to-reach areas, and overhead, as well as for patchwork
repair or final finish control. Maintain outstanding finish quality thanks to seamless
dust extraction, helping you work cleaner and faster with less mess.

Metric dimensions binding.
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Specialty Sanders

Specialty Sanders

Planex Accessories

CT 36 AC Dust Extractor |

Change your entire approach to drywall sanding. Get to a more balanced finish faster, while breathing less dust
with Planex abrasives and system accessories. Designed as a system from the ground up, Planex abrasives, pads,
extensions, and harness combine for a fast, consistent, and nearly dust-free drywall finishing solution.

Abrasives

Granat offers the longest abrasive life for the toughest demands and can be used on nearly any surface while
offering the widest grit range.
Granat D225 P40 (25x)

$36.00

499 634

Granat D225 P60 (25x)

$36.00

499 635

Granat D225 P80 (25x)

$36.00

499 636

Granat D225 P100 (25x)

$36.00

499 637

Granat D225 P120 (25x)

$36.00

499 638

Granat D225 P150 (25x)

$36.00

499 639

Granat D225 P180 (25x)

$36.00

499 640

Granat D225 P220 (25x)

$36.00

499 641

Granat D225 P240 (25x)

$36.00

499 642

Granat D225 P320 (25x)

2

499 643

Planex Sanding Pad (replacement)

$99.00

Planex Interface Pad (2 pieces)

$47.00

Planex Sanding Pad Set

$110.00

Planex Harness

Use the Planex Harness with Reach Extenders to reduce stress and strain over a long
day’s work—especially useful for ceiling work. Conveniently packed in a SYS MAXI.

Use one or more Reach Extenders to tackle the hardest-to-reach areas or even high
ceilings, so you get an even, balanced finish over the entire surface. Each section adds
19-3/4" (0.5 m) to the reach of the Planex.

495 168

35

ACCESSORIES

1

Disposable Dust
Collection Bags

Sanding drywall creates a lot of dust. These open-face, disposable collection
bags provide an easy and convenient means to dispose of the mess. (5 pieces)

$42.00
496 215

Armed with two wide rolls of gear-driven, razor-sharp teeth, the Wallpaper Perforator
is the serious wallpaper removal tool for professionals. Easily form water pockets over
broad surfaces quickly and easily. Adjustable depth for perfect control no matter the
surface. And with its pivoting head and extendable handle, the Wallpaper Perforator
reaches the toughest spots with ease for even coverage and easier removal.
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2

CT AC High-Performance Filter

One-micron filter designed specifically for use with CT 36 AC AutoClean system
to maximize cleaning effectiveness.

$52.00
496 172

496 140

496 106

3

Planex CT Mount

Seamlessly connects to your Festool CT Dust Extractor, providing a convenient, secure
resting spot for pad and abrasive changes or for when the Planex is not in use.

$120.00
495 964

$225.00
496 911

4

$205.00

Blast Gate

Create a seal to assist with a manual “superclean” of the internal filter, or to
prevent dust from escaping during transport.

$57.00
497 926

495 169

Wallpaper Perforator
5

CT 36 AC

Soft and Medium density pads cover all general applications, and an interface pad
is perfect for delicate curves, contours and level 5 and 6 finishes.

Reach Extender
4

$36.00

Includes: Integrated Hose Garage, 36 mm x 3.5 m (1-7/16" x 11.5')
Anti-Static Hose, Integrated Cord Wrap, Disposable Collection Bag.

Pads

Includes Soft Pad, Interface Pads. (2 pieces)

3

584 014

Designed for the toughest, high-volume dust environments,
the CT 36 AC is built to capture the mess before it becomes
an issue, for you or your client. Built to accompany the
Planex Drywall Sander, it features automatic filter cleaning,
automatic start, variable suction force, large casters and
durable build quality. It’s jobsite tough and jobsite smart.

ACCESSORIES

1

$800.00

5

$155.00

Planex Hose CT 36 AC

Designed to lock into the Planex Drywall Sander for a secure fitting that won’t
come loose. Lightweight and robust for drywall sanding tasks.

$165.00
496 972

495 747

For a full list of compatible accessories for the CT 36 AC, visit festoolusa.com.
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Dust Extraction

Dust Extraction

Benefits + Capabilities
More Details
Tackle the wettest of jobs
With a water level detector, CT Dust
Extractors can be used for wet extraction
when you change the main filter for a blue
wet filter since the unit automatically shuts
off when the container is full. Use with
a Festool cleaning set for a complete
extraction solution.

CERTIFIED FULL UNIT

DUST EXTRACTORS

CT MINI |
CT MIDI |

$450.00
584 156

$495.00
584 165

Festool’s most portable mobile Dust
Extractors, the CT MINI and CT MIDI
are compact and lightweight, yet have
enough capacity for common jobsite
tasks. The CT MIDI is slightly larger
in size, offering increased capacity
for heavier onsite use. Both units
carry Full Unit HEPA Certification.

CT 26 E |
CT 36 E |
CT 48 E |

Control the suction
With a simple turn of the dial, CFM and power
consumption are regulated for less suction on
smaller tools, better tool control, and better
surface quality as it reduces swirl marks.

Keeps its suction
Collapsible bag design eliminates dust
cake between cycles, delivering full and
sustained suction force and longer bag life.

$625.00

Goes where you go
Generously-sized casters plus an ergonomic
center handle, positioned for comfortable
lifting and carrying, deliver a truly mobile
solution. Integrated parking brake prevents
movement during transport.
Save on filter bags
Maximize Filter Bag life due to the horizontal
design that uses space efficiently, and
ultimately uses fewer bags to hold more
dust and debris.
Keep it anchored
Quick on/off foot-actuated brake prevents
roll-off during usage or during transport.

583 492

$675.00
583 493

$725.00
584 084

The CT 26, CT 36, and CT 48 are
Festool’s most capable and versatile
mobile Dust Extractors. These units
can easily negotiate obstacles in the
shop or on the worksite. All three units
carry Full Unit HEPA Certification.

CERTIFIED FULL UNIT

Breathe easier
Includes a standard-equipment HEPA
filter, rated to remove 99.99% of dust
and particulate down to .3 microns.

It works when you work
On-board outlet connection and AUTO
setting provides tool-triggered function
for automatic dust extraction.

Carries all your tools
Cords and hoses conveniently store in the
onboard Hose Garage, while the flat top
and locking latches allow you to attach
one or more Systainers.

Hose with less mess
Anti-static design helps to eliminate
dust particle buildup on the hose
exterior, while also preventing clogging
and errant shocks.

DUST EXTRACTORS

37
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Dust Extraction

Dust Extraction

CT Accessories
A complete and seamless system, Festool Dust Extractors and accessories work together with our tools not only to remove
dust, but enhance your work and save time. From full cleaning sets, to individual hoses, nozzles and filters, these are more
than add-ons. They’re integral to our approach.
CT
MINI

CT
MIDI

CT
26 E

CT
36 E

CT
48 E

CT MINI

CT MIDI

CT 26 E

CT 36 E

CT 48 E

CT 36 AC

$450.00

$495.00

$625.00

$675.00

$725.00

$800.00

1-1/16" x 11.5'
(27 mm x 3.5 m)
(1 piece)

1-1/16" x 11.5'
(27 mm x 3.5 m)
(1 piece)

1-1/16" x 11.5'
(27 mm x 3.5 m)
(1 piece)

1-1/16" x 11.5'
(27 mm x 3.5 m)
(1 piece)

1-1/16" x 11.5'
(27 mm x 3.5 m)
(1 piece)

1-7/16" x 11.5'
(36 mm x 3.5 m)
(1 piece)

HEPA (1 piece)

HEPA (1 piece)

HEPA (1 piece)

HEPA (1 piece)

HEPA (1 piece)

1 Micron (1 piece)

Disposable
Filter Bag

1 piece

1 piece

1 piece

1 piece

1 piece

1 piece

Container /
Filter Bag
Capacity

2.6 gal / 2 gal
10 liters /
7.5 liters

3.96 gal / 3.3 gal
15 liters /
12.5 liters

6.9 gal / 6.3 gal
26 liters /
24 liters

9.5 gal / 8.9 gal
36 liters /
34 liters

12.7 gal / 12.2 gal
48 liters /
46 liters

9.5 gal / 36 liters

17.5" x 13.5"
x 16.5"
(440 x 340
x 420 mm)

17.5" x 13.5"
x 18.5"
(440 x 340
x 470 mm)

24.8" x 14.4"
x 21.25"
(630 x 365
x 540 mm)

24.8" x 14.4"
x 23.4"
(630 x 365
x 596 mm)

28.1" x 15.4"
x 26.75"
(715 x 392
x 680 mm)

24.8" x 14.4"
x 23.4"
(630 x 365
x 596 mm)

19.2 lbs (8.7 kg)

19.8 lbs (9 kg)

28.7 lbs (13 kg)

31.8 lbs (14.4 kg)

35.9 lbs (16.3 kg)

33.5 lbs (15.2 kg)

Noise
(Sound Level)

62 dBA
(low setting)
72 dBA
(max. setting)

62 dBA
(low setting)
72 dBA
(max. setting)

62 dBA
(low setting)
71 dBA
(max. setting)

62 dBA
(low setting)
71 dBA
(max. setting)

62 dBA
(low setting)
71 dBA
(max. setting)

62 dBA
(low setting)
71 dBA
(max. setting)

Max. Suction
Capacity

130 CFM
(3,700 l/min)

130 CFM
(3,700 l/min)

137 CFM
(3,900 l/min)

137 CFM
(3,900 l/min)

137 CFM
(3,900 l/min)

137 CFM
(3,900 l/min)

Maximum
Vacuum

96" static water
lift
(24,000 Pa)

96" static water
lift
(24,000 Pa)

96" static water
lift
(24,000 Pa)

96" static water
lift
(24,000 Pa)

96" static water
lift
(24,000 Pa)

96" static water
lift
(24,000 Pa)

Power
Consumption

400–1200 watts
3.3–10 amps
120 V AC

400–1200 watts
3.3–10 amps
120 V AC

350–1200 watts
2.9–10 amps
120 V AC

350–1200 watts
2.9–10 amps
120 V AC

350–1200 watts
2.9–10 amps
120 V AC

350–1200 watts
2.9–10 amps
120 V AC

CT
36 AC

584 156

CLEANING SETS

Compact and lightweight set for quick
cleanup on jobsites and in workshops.

•

•

•

•

$88.00

•

497 697

Anti-Static
Suction Hose

Filters

Universal Cleaning Set

General purpose, all-plastic cleaning set
for jobsite or workshop cleaning tasks.
Includes: Systainer 5 (497 567)
36 mm Non-Antistatic Hose (11.5') length (452 881)
36 mm PP Curved Hand Tube (452 901)
36 mm PP Extension Tube (452 903) (3 pieces)
36 mm PP Standard Floor Nozzle (452 907)
36 mm PP Crevice Nozzle (452 904)
36 mm PP Upholstery Nozzle (440 406)
36 mm PP Suction Brush (440 404)

583 492

583 493

584 084

584 014

STANDARD PACKAGE INCLUDES

Compact Cleaning Set

Includes: Systainer 1 (497 563)
36 mm PP1 Curved Hand Tube (452 901)
36 mm PP Extension Tube (452 903) (3 pieces)
36 mm PP Interchangeable Floor Nozzle (452 906)
36 mm PP Crevice Nozzle (452 904)
36 mm PP Upholstery Nozzle (440 406)

584 165

•

•

•

•

$165.00
497 702

SPECIFICATIONS

Tradesperson/Installer Cleaning Set

Rugged stainless-steel set is built for durability
and equipped to be the ideal solution for both
residential and commercial jobsites.
Includes: Systainer 5 (497 567)
36 mm Anti-Static Hose (11.5') length (452 882)
36 mm SS2 Curved Hand Tube (452 900)
36 mm SS Extension Tube (452 902) (3 pieces)
36 mm PP Multipurpose Floor Nozzle (452 911)
36 mm PP Crevice Nozzle (452 904)
36 mm PP Upholstery Nozzle (440 406)
36 mm PP Suction Brush (440 404)

•

•

•

•

$240.00
497 700

Weight

Workshop Cleaning Set

Rugged stainless-steel set is built for durability
and equipped to be the ideal solution for
commercial shops or industrial settings.
Includes: Systainer 5 (497 567)
36 mm Anti-Static Hose (11.5') length (452 882)
36 mm SS Curved Hand Tube (452 900)
36 mm SS Extension Tube (452 902) (3 pieces)
36 mm Aluminum Industrial Floor Nozzle (452 908)

•

•

•

•

$270.00
497 701

Industrial Cleaning Set

Oversized industrial set comes complete
with large diameter tubes and hose for tackling
heavier cleanup tasks or larger debris.
Includes: Cardboard box
50 mm Non-Antistatic Hose (8.25') length (452 887)
50 mm PP Extension Tube (440 412) (2 pieces)
50 mm PP Workshop Floor Nozzle (452 909)
50 mm PP Square Nozzle
50 mm PP Large Crevice Nozzle (452 912)
50 mm PP Suction Brush (440 419)

PP = Polypropylene

1
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2

SS = Stainless Steel
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Depth
x Width
x Height

•

•

•

•

$125.00
454 770

Metric dimensions binding.
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Mobility/Storage

Mobility/Storage

Systainers & Sortainers

Benefits + Capabilities

With the T-LOC single-point latch, our Systainers are
easy to access and connect for better organization
and worksite efficiency. They’re compatible with the
SYS-Dock feature of our Dust Extractors, SYS-Port
and CT Workcenter, as well as our Classic Systainers.1

More Details
Grab it and go
Large, centrally positioned, oversizedhandle is strong enough for heavy loads
and has enough clearance between
the handle and lid to be carried while
wearing gloves.

T-LOC Systainers can be attached to the top of Classic Systainers.
Classic Systainers cannot be attached to the top of T-LOC Systainers.

1

Lock and roll
Each drawer (Sortainer only) features
a pull-out lock that helps to prevent the
drawers from being removed or falling
out unintentionally.

SYS 1 TL |

$65.00
497 563

SYS-Toolbox 2 |

$59.00
499 550

Access your tools quickly
Storing, transporting, and accessing tools,
accessories and consumables is quick and
easy, with one-hand access and a twist
of the wrist (on Systainers equipped with
T-LOC latches).

Stack it all up
All standard Systainers have similar
dimensions for easy stacking, storing
and transport.

A place for everything
The Sortainer is available in many
configurations. Drawers and compartments
can also be configured with insert dividers.

Ready to roll
Systainers and Sortainers can be
mounted on an independent rolling base,
called a SYS-Cart, or mounted on CT
Dust Extractors via SYS-Dock feature
for quick and easy transportation.

The System Works.

Workcenter WCR 1000
Change your dust extractor into a mobile workstation that helps you work clean.
Each unit can be paired with a wide range of Systainers and accessories to keep
critical equipment right at hand.

6-Drawer Sortainer |

41
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$155.00
491 984
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Mobility/Storage

Mobility/Storage

The SYS-Roll |

$175.00
498 660

Light, but able to carry a load, SYS-Roll
is a convenient way to get Systainers
to and from the worksite, no matter
the terrain. It features integrated
storage, reinforced risers and more.

Workcenter WCR 1000 |

$375.00
498 507

With the Festool WCR 1000 Workcenter, you’ll have
all your critical equipment right at hand, saving
time and needless searches. It mounts to the MFH
1000 Multifunction Stool and nearly any Festool
Dust Extractor for a portable, convenient solution.

MFH 1000
Multifunction Stool |

$350.00
499 325

Improve your bottom line by getting more done in
less time—while reducing frustration and fatigue.
With the MFH 1000 Multifunction Stool, you not
only get a durable, steel-construction, mobile
workstool, but a customizable storage chest too.

The SYS-Cart |

$85.00
495 020

With the low-profile, rugged SYS-Cart, create
custom tool and accessory assortments
for a job, maneuver where you need to
go, and keep everything in place.

The SYS-Storage Box |
The SYS-Port |

$650.00
491 922

Organize and keep critical equipment in the durable,
mobile SYS-Port. These moving metal cabinets feature
sturdy locking drawers with ample room for storage,
smooth-rolling wheels for easy steering, locking casters
and height-adjustable drawer slides for various sizes
of Systainers and Sortainers.

$90.00
499 901

Don’t go fishing for what you need with the SYS-Storage
Systainer. Tackle all your small part needs, keeping
everything organized and easily accessible. Easy to grab
and go with the large bale-style handle and full Systainer
system integration, the SYS-Storage unit helps you take care
of the minor details so you can focus on the task at hand.

Systainers not included.
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Mobility/Storage

EMPTY SYSTAINERS

UNIVERSAL SYSTAINERS

SYS 1 TL

SYS 2 TL

SYS 3 TL

SYS 4 TL

SYS 5 TL

$65.00

$70.00

$75.00

$80.00

$90.00

15-5/8" x 11-5/8" x 4-1/8"
(395 x 295 x 105 mm)

15-5/8" x 11-5/8" x 6-3/16"
(395 x 295 x 157.5 mm)

15-5/8" x 11-5/8" x 8-9/32"
(395 x 295 x 210 mm)

15-5/8" x 11-5/8" x 12-13/32"
(395 x 295 x 315 mm)

15-5/8" x 11-5/8" x 16-17/32"
(395 x 295 x 420 mm)

2.9 lbs (1.3 kg)

3.3 lbs (1.5 kg)

3.7 lbs (1.8 kg)

4.6 lbs (2.1 kg)

6.0 lbs (2.7 kg)

497 563

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Weight

497 564

497 565

497 566

SYS 1 Uni

SYS 1 Vari

SYS 2 Vari

SYS 1 Box

SYS-OF D8/D12
Router Bits

$80.00

$80.00

$85.00

$80.00

$85.00

Universal insert. One-piece
sectional insert with
integrated hinged lid.

Single-diced foam insert to
produce an aperture of any
desired shape.1

Double-diced foam insert to
produce an aperture of any
desired shape.1

Additional individual
removable compartments
available.

For safe storage and carrying
of up to 40 D8/D12 router bits,
with removable insert.

SYS 1 TL

SYS 1 TL

SYS 2 TL

SYS 1 TL

SYS 1 TL

497 567

497 692

Insert(s)
In Systainer

Metric dimensions binding.

497 693

497 696

497 694

497 695

Metric dimensions binding.
1

SORTAINERS

EMPTY SYSTAINERS

SYS MINI

SYS MAXI

SYS-Toolbox

SYS-Toolbox 2

SYS-HWZ

4-Drawer Sortainer

6-Drawer Sortainer

9-Drawer Sortainer

12-Drawer Sortainer

$25.00

$115.00

$49.00

$59.00

$155.00

$150.00

$155.00

$160.00

$165.00

Drawer
Composition

2 small drawers, 1 medium
drawer, 1 large drawer

6 medium drawers

6 small drawers,
3 medium drawers

12 small drawers

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

15-5/8" x 11-5/8" x 8-9/32"
(395 x 295 x 210 mm)

15-5/8" x 11-5/8" x 8-9/32"
(395 x 295 x 210 mm)

15-5/8" x 11-5/8" x 8-9/32"
(395 x 295 x 210 mm)

15-5/8" x 11-5/8" x 8-9/32"
(395 x 295 x 210 mm)

499 622

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Weight

Adaptable to different shapes by removing unwanted sections.

490 701

495 024

499 550

497 658

10-13/32" x 6-11/16" x 2-3/4"
(265 x 170 x 70 mm)

23-1/4" x 15-11/32" x 8-1/4"
(590 x 390 x 210 mm)

15-19/32" x 11-21/32" x 5-29/32"
(396 x 296 x 150 mm)

15-19/32" x 11-21/32" x 10-1/8"
(396 x 296 x 257 mm)

15-5/8" x 11-5/8" x 12"
(395 x 295 x 315 mm)

0.9 lbs (0.4 kg)

8.8 lbs (4.0 kg)

2.9 lbs (1.3 kg)

4.1 lbs (1.9 kg)

9.4 lbs (4.3 kg)
Tools not included.

Metric dimensions binding.

491 522

491 984

491 985

491 986

Metric dimensions binding.

ABRASIVES SYSTAINERS

STORAGE

SYS-STF
D 125

SYS-STF
D 115

SYS-STF
80 x 133

SYS-STF
RO 90 DX

SYS-STF Delta
100 x 150

SYS-STF
115 x 228

SYS-STF
D 150

SYS-MFT

Mini SYS-Port

SYS-Storage

SYS-MIDI

$80.00

$80.00

$80.00

$80.00

$80.00

$85.00

$90.00

$75.00
500 076

$365.00

$90.00

$85.00

For ETS 125 and
RO 125 abrasives

For RAS 115
abrasives

For LS 130
and RTS 400
abrasives

For DX 93 and
RO 90 DX
abrasives

For DTS 400
abrasives

For RS 2
abrasives

For ETS 150,
RO 150, LEX 2 150
abrasives

15-19/32" x 11-21/32" x 4-1/8"
(396 x 296 x 105 mm)

15-3/4" x 19-11/16" x 19-11/16"
(400 x 500 x 500 mm)

15-19/32" x 11-21/32" x 6-9/16"
(396 x 296 x 167 mm)

19-13/16"x 11-21/32"x 8-9/32"
(503 x 296 x 210 mm)

4.4 lbs (2.0 kg)

41.8 lbs (19 kg)

5.5 lbs (2.5 kg)

4.4 lbs (2.0 kg)

SYS 1 TL

SYS 1 TL

SYS 1 TL

SYS 1 TL

SYS 1 TL

SYS 2 TL

SYS 3 TL

497 685

Compatibility
Systainer

497 683

497 684

497 687

497 686

497 688

497 690

Dimensions
(L x W x H)
Weight

491 921

499 901

499 621

Metric dimensions binding.

Metric dimensions binding.
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Drills/Drivers

Drills/Drivers

Benefits + Capabilities
More Details

CXS Drill |

Switch quickly between modes
The torque selector switch features
a position for drill mode, which
overrides the slip clutch for non-slip
power to the chuck.

$245.00*
564 261

Conquer all your day-to-day drilling and driving
challenges with comfort. Explore tight spaces,
dark spots and corners with ease. The versatile
CXS is like having three drills in one, and at just
under 2 lbs, it proves small can be mighty.

C 15 Li Drill |

$460.00*
564 519

With the revolutionary EC-TEC
brushless motor, the durable 15
Li can easily power through over a
million screws with minimal wear.
It’s also extremely energy-efficient,
translating into longer run times
and fewer trips to the charger. All
of this power and capability packs
nicely into one slim design.

Prepared for everything
3 tools in 1, the CXS can be deployed
with a Keyless Chuck, Centrotec Chuck,
and right-angle attachment.

Runs longer & stronger
Brushless motors deliver longer run times,
more screws per charge and a significantly
longer service life. Also equipped with
thermal protection and low battery indicator.

Keep it lit
Bright LED lamp increases visibility of the
bit and the workpiece for more precise
results, even in low-light conditions.

Reach the impossible
Compact size, low weight, and excellent
balance gets you into more places, more
comfortably, over a long workday.

Precise driver control
Centrotec system for quick bit-changes,
or remove the chuck entirely to take
advantage of the integrated 1/4" bit
holder. A 12-position clutch delivers
precise control, to prevent overdriving
and stripping.

The System Works.

The SYS-Storage Box
Whether it’s a drill that helps you get into tight spaces, or a container
that keeps your work efficiently organized, we’re always looking to
bring you more. The easy-access design of our new SYS-Storage
Box allows you to keep what you need within easy reach, so you’ll
spend less time searching for frequently used tools and accessories.

Standard set price shown. Package sets also available.

*
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Drills/Drivers

Drills/Drivers

Benefits + Capabilities
More Details

T 15+3 Drill |
T 18+3 Drill |

Keep it lit
Bright LED lamp increases visibility of
the bit and the workpiece for more precise
results, even in low-light conditions.
$460.00*

Eliminate overdriving
Internal sensors immediately and
completely disengage the drill motor
once the desired torque setting has
been achieved, preventing overdriving
and stripping.

564 521

$510.00*
564 523

Imagine a multifunction drill that does
the thinking. It beeps when the desired
torque setting is reached, tells you
when it’s time to charge the battery and
more. You’ll never again lose a favorite
clutch setting thanks to the independent
switch for drilling and driving modes.

TI 15 Hybrid
Impact/Drill Driver |

Runs longer & stronger
Brushless motors deliver longer run times,
more screws per charge and a significantly
longer service life. Also equipped with
thermal protection and low battery indicator.

Built to last
With German build quality and a virtually
indestructible motor, you’ll be hard-pressed
to break this machine.

Know your charge level
With the integrated fuel gauge, there’s no
more guessing how much charge remains
as you move on to your next task.

$350.00*
564 526

Building on brushless motor technology, the TI 15
is ideal for decking applications and can easily
drive an 8" lag bolt into solid wood, then switch
over to drive a screw into a delicate workpiece.
Shown with battery pack for illustration purposes.
TI 15 Basic does not include batteries.

Prepared for everything
FastFix tool-less chuck exchange system
dramatically expands the range of the T-Drills,
taking the place of five different tools.

The System Works.

SYS-Toolbox 2
Spend less time searching for frequently used tools and accessories
by keeping them within easy reach in the SYS-Toolbox 2. It’s easy to
grab and go with its large bale-style handle and full Systainer system
integration. The SYS-Toolbox 2 unit’s large, easy-access design saves
you time and frustration, so you can focus on the task at hand.

Standard set price shown. Package sets also available.

*
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ADVERTISEMENT

Work Lamp

SysLite® LED
Work Lamp |

$175.00
498 568

The SysLite’s robust build and shock-resistant body is easy to
carry and designed to perform when you need it most. Six highefficiency, LED bulbs will provide even, consistent light for up to
four hours on a single charge—longer when paired with a Festool
battery—and without interruption when plugged directly to
a power source.
Includes: SysLite,® Wall Charger, Car Charger, Carrying Bag.

SysLite LED Work Lamp
$175.00
498 568

SPECIFICATIONS

Power (W)

3 watt LED (x6)

Internal
Battery

7.2 V 2.2 Ah Lithium Ion

Light
Duration

Level 1: 90 minutes
Level 2: 4 hours

Dimensions

6" x 4" x 3"
(150 x 100 x 80 mm)

Weight

1.47 lbs (0.67 kg)

The Best Prepped Surfaces
Deserve The Best Stain:
Benjamin Moore® ARBORCOAT®

Features + Capabilities

For long-lasting protection and exceptional color retention,
choose ARBORCOAT Premium Exterior Stains by Benjamin Moore.
Now available in Waterborne and Classic Oil Finishes, ARBORCOAT is specially formulated
to protect, beautify and extend the life of wood decks, siding, furniture and fences.
Offer your customers a range of 75 captivating colors and six opacities — from clear to solid
stain — for custom finishes and superior protection in every season.
Goes where you go
Designed to go where your work takes you
whether under a cabinet or into an attic. A
multi-angle body casts light where you need it
most, while the tripod port and swiveling hook
provide even more options to illuminate any task.

51

Keep it lit
The SysLite delivers an even, balanced light
source, casting a brilliant and consistent
white light, so you can examine the smallest
details in close quarters, or take a few steps
back to look at the big picture.

FINISH LINE | Spring 2014 | www.festoolpaint.com

Built to last
With a rugged, shatterproof housing, impactresistant lens, and nearly indestructible LEDs,
the SysLite is built for the toughest demands.

Contact your local Benjamin Moore representative or visit benjaminmoore.com/storelocator
to find a store near you.

© 2014 Benjamin Moore & Co. ARBORCOAT, Benjamin Moore and the triangle “M” symbol are registered trademarks, licensed to Benjamin Moore & Co.

APPLICATION SETS

PROFESSIONAL PAINT
APPLICATION SETS
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Application Sets

Application Sets
ITEM NO.

PRICE

Application Sets

ITEM NO.

PRICE

Application Sets

Sheetrock Patch Repair/Nail Hole Set/Kit

$1,117.00

Stairway Set/Kit
Dust Extractor CT MIDI

584 165

Universal Brush Nozzle D36

498 527

$17.00

Linear Sander LS 130

567 852

$395.00

$2,192.00

5" Random Orbit Sander ETS 125

571 817

$195.00

Interface Pad D125

492 271

$21.00

Orbital Delta Sander DTS 400

567 871

$245.00

Abr Granat 100x150 P180 10X

497 134

$10.00

Sanding Pad R10 Convex

490 166

$35.00

Dust Extractor CT MIDI

584 165

$495.00

Sanding Pad R25 Concave

490 165

$35.00

Abr Granat D125 P180 10X

497 149

$12.00

Abr Granat 80x133 P80 10X

497 128

$9.00

Hand Sanding Block—Hard

495 967

$25.00

Abr Granat 80x133 P120 10X

497 129

$9.00

Abr Granat 80x133 P180 10X

497 130

$9.00

Abr Granat 80x133 P180 10X

497 130

$9.00

Universal Brush Nozzle D36

498 527

$17.00

Abr Systainer SYS-STF 80x133 TL

497 684

$80.00

Compact Cleaning Set T-Loc

497 697

$88.00

3.5" Dual-Mode Sander RO 90 DX

571 823

$415.00

Abr Granat D90 P80 50X

497 365

$26.00

Abr Granat D90 P120 100X

497 367

$39.00

Abr Granat D90 P180 100X

497 369

$39.00

Interface Pad D3.5

497 481

$19.00

Interface Pad D3.5

497 481

$19.00

Hose D27x5m AS

452 880

$150.00

Connector Sleeve AS

493 047

$17.00

Rotating Adapter D27, AS

452 892

$23.00

Abr Roll Granat 115x25M P120

497 091

$65.00

Abr Roll Granat 115x25M P150

497 092

$65.00

Abr Systainer SYS-STF D90 TL

497 687

$80.00

Triangular Extended Plate

496 803

$31.00

Window Protector Set (S, M, L)

497 936

$32.00

Compact Cleaning Set T-Loc

497 697

$88.00

Trim and Window Set/Kit

$2,302.00

$495.00

3.5" Dual-Mode Sander RO 90 DX

571 823

$415.00

Abr Granat D90 P80 50X

497 365

$26.00

Abr Granat D90 P120 100X

497 367

$39.00

Abr Granat D90 P180 100X

497 369

$39.00

Abr Granat 93x93 P80 50X

497 392

$21.00

Abr Granat 93x93 P120 100X

497 394

$33.00

Abr Granat 93x93 P180 100X

497 396

$33.00

Abr Granat 93x93 P220 100X

497 397

$33.00

Abr Granat D90 P220 100X

497 370

$39.00

Abr Systainer SYS-STF D90 TL

497 687

$80.00

Interface Pad D3.5

497 481

$19.00

Linear Sander LS 130

567 852

$395.00

Abr Granat 80x133 P80 50X

497 119

$25.00

Abr Granat 80x133 P150 100X

497 121

$41.00

Deck Set/Kit

Abr Granat 80x133 P180 100X

497 122

$41.00

6" Dual-Mode Sander RO 150 FEQ

571 810

$565.00

Abr Granat 80x133 P220 100X

497 123

$41.00

Abr Granat D150 P40 50X

496 975

$40.00

Do-It-Yourself Kit

490 780

$57.00

Abr Granat D150 P80 50X

496 977

$40.00

Orbital Rect. Sander RTS 400

567 863

$245.00

Abr Granat D150 P120 100X

496 979

$62.00

Abr Systainer SYS-STF 80x133 TL

497 684

$80.00

Abr Systainer SYS-STF D150 TL

497 690

$90.00

Dust Extractor CT MIDI

584 165

$495.00

Interface Pad Soft D150

496 647

$24.00

Universal Brush Nozzle D36

498 527

$17.00

Rotex Front Handle

495 188

$19.00

Compact Cleaning Set T-Loc

497 697

$88.00

Dust Extractor CT 26 HEPA

583 492

$625.00

3.5" Dual-Mode Sander RO 90 DX

571 823

$415.00

Abr Granat D90 P40 50X

497 363

$26.00

Abr Granat D90 P80 50X

497 365

$26.00

Abr Granat D90 P120 100X

497 367

$39.00

$2,132.00

Abr Systainer SYS-STF D90 TL

497 687

$80.00

Triangular Extended Plate

496 803

$31.00

Soft Pad FastFix D3.5

496 804

$31.00

Interface Pad D3.5

497 481

$19.00

Note: For spindles, you might consider using LS 130.
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Application Sets
ITEM NO.

PRICE

Application Sets

PRICE

Application Sets

Exterior Set/Kit

$2,201.00

Specialty Crown Molding

$2,105.00

5" Dual-Mode Sander RO 125 TL

571 782

$465.00

Linear Sander LS 130

567 852

Abr Granat D125 P40 50X

497 165

$34.00

Sanding Pad R10 Convex

490 166

$35.00

Abr Granat D125 P80 50X

497 167

$34.00

Sanding Pad R25 Concave

490 165

$35.00

Abr Granat D125 P120 100X

497 169

$54.00

Do-It-Yourself Kit

490 780

$57.00

Abr Granat D125 P180 100X

497 171

$54.00

Abr Granat 80x133 P80 50X

497 119

$25.00

Abr Systainer SYS-STF 80x133 TL

497 684

$80.00

Abr Granat 80x133 P120 100X

497 120

$41.00

Interface Pad D125

492 271

$21.00

Abr Granat 80x133 P180 100X

497 122

$41.00

Dust Extractor CT 26 HEPA

583 492

$625.00

Abr Granat 80x133 P220 100X

497 123

$41.00

Hose D27x5m AS

452 880

$150.00

Abr Systainer SYS-STF 80x133 TL

497 684

$80.00

Connector Sleeve AS

493 047

$17.00

3.5" Dual-Mode Sander RO 90 DX

571 823

$415.00

Rotating Adapter D27, AS

452 892

$23.00

Abr Granat D90 P80 50X

497 365

$26.00

$395.00

3.5" Dual-Mode Sander RO 90 DX

571 823

$415.00

Abr Granat D90 P120 100X

497 367

$39.00

Abr Granat D90 P40 50X

497 363

$26.00

Abr Granat D90 P180 100X

497 369

$39.00

Abr Granat D90 P80 50X

497 365

$26.00

Abr Granat D90 P220 100X

497 370

$39.00

Abr Granat D90 P120 100X

497 367

$39.00

Abr Systainer SYS-STF D90 TL

497 687

$80.00

Abr Granat D90 P180 100X

497 369

$39.00

Soft Pad FastFix D3.5

496 804

$31.00

Interface Pad D3.5

497 481

$19.00

Interface Pad D3.5

497 481

$19.00

Abr Systainer SYS-STF D90 TL

497 687

$80.00

Interface Pad D3.5

497 481

$19.00

Interior and Door Set/Kit
5" Dual-Mode Sander RO 125 TL
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ITEM NO.

$2,510.00
571 782

$465.00

Abr Granat D125 P80 50X

497 167

$34.00

Abr Granat D125 P120 100X

497 169

$54.00

Abr Granat D125 P180 100X

497 171

$54.00

Abr Systainer SYS-STF 80x133 TL

497 684

$80.00
$195.00

5" Random Orbit Sander ETS 125

571 817

Interface Pad D125

492 271

$21.00

Orbital Delta Sander DTS 400

567 871

$245.00

Abr Granat 100x150 P80 50X

497 137

$29.00

Abr Granat 100x150 P120 100X

497 138

$44.00

Abr Granat 100x150 P180 100X

497 140

$44.00

Abr Systainer SYS-STF 100X150 TL

497 686

$80.00

Linear Sander LS 130

567 852

$395.00

Abr Granat 80x133 P80 50X

497 119

$25.00

Abr Granat 80x133 P120 100X

497 120

$41.00

Abr Granat 80x133 P180 100X

497 122

$41.00

Abr Systainer SYS-STF 80x133 TL

497 684

$80.00

Dust Extractor CT MIDI

584 165

$495.00

Compact Cleaning Set T-Loc

497 697

$88.00
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Dust Extractor CT MIDI

584 165

$495.00

Abr Roll Granat 115x25M P180

497 093

$65.00

Compact Cleaning Set T-Loc

497 697

$88.00
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Stay connected with Festool.
Drywall Sanding

Monthly Sweepstakes

Stop sanding drywall by hand and
find out about the Festool drywall
sanding solution today.

The contest starts fresh on the first
of every month, giving you better
odds of winning!

ENTER TO WIN!

Tooltechnic Systems, LLC
Festool USA
400 N. Enterprise Blvd.
Lebanon, IN 46052
Customer Service & Product Questions
Tel 888.337.8600
sales@festoolusa.com
Service USA
Tel 800.554.8741

Make quick work of sanding at
www.sanderfordrywall.com

Register to win each month at
www.festoolsweepstakes.com

Find a Dealer

Festool Tool Registration

You will find Festool dealers throughout
the country that are ready to serve you
and set you up with exactly what you need
to put you far ahead of your competition.

Protect your investment and
gain access to valuable productspecific setup, application, and
accessory content.

REGISTER
Find your nearest paint dealer at
www.festoolpaint.com/where-to-buy

Enjoy all the benefits at
www.festoolusa.com/register

Festool TV

Facebook

A video channel dedicated to product
and application content, helping you
get the most out of your investment.

Connect with us to get the latest in
product news and applications, or to
see how others are using their tools.

Start here for instructional videos
www.festool.tv

Start here for the latest news
www.facebook.com/festoolpaint
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